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Chairman’s Chat ..........................
Those of you that peruse the fixtures list might have noticed that the KeyneO Series next year will run from March to November with no Summer break.
The logic behind this is twofold, in the first place the events in the winter
months while reasonably well attended are logistically difficult to put on
with the short days and while a walk or run on a cold winters day can be
fun it's less inspiring to be sitting around in a tent for several hours. The
second reason is that by running through the summer we maintain
continuity and there is no reason for not running events in the Milton Keynes
parks in the summer - unlike traditional orienteering forests, undergrowth
isn't really an issue. We often get asked why we stop over the summer.

The Keyne-O events provide an ideal opportunity for novice planners and
organisers to cut their teeth on and with the events currently being run by a
relatively small group of people it would be nice to spread the load further.
I will be contacting more experienced club members to encourage their
participation as organisers, planners and helpers. Training will be provided
where necessary.

With a continuous series of events we are also looking at the possibility of a
league competition for the more serious competitors and awards for juniors
who 'compete' at several events.

It only remains to wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
and, of course:
May you always run in sunlit forests,

Steve
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Orientacion en Españia
Well I’ve finally made it to an O event in Spain – and it certainly was different.
It was street O sponsored by the local town hall and
it was really great to see so many kids and families
taking part as well as a good sprinkling of those in
classic O suits.
The map was an interesting 1:3000, which
inevitably led me to overrun. For the younger ones
they even had an even smaller scale. There were no
courses as such and you just had to visit all the
controls on your card in the shortest possible time.
There was a mass start from a car park (only 30
minutes late, which I guess is good for Spain) with
your foot on your upside down map waiting for the
signal to go – with everybody shooting off in
different directions, which is one feature of
orienteering that I still love to see.
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The map also had no contour lines which isn’t the same as saying there were no contours!
It was scrambling up and down on all fours on more than a couple of occasions. Apart
from reflecting on different courses to pick up the controls the only complete mess I made
was not realising one control was at the end of a dead end street so my visualised exit
simply didn’t exist!
That makes it England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland and France for my orienteering – just
another 100 countries or so to go and I might catch up with Keith.
Haydn Leaker

The next KeyneO event will be on Sunday 6th December at
Loughton Valley Park in Milton Keynes
Start any time between 10 and 12.
Further details will be on the SMOC website www.smoc.info
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Orienteering Simulation Games
Some while ago SMOC Signals of gave details of Catching Features - an
orienteering computer game, but there are several other orienteering
simulation games available on the internet. Some are good introductions to
orienteering; one or two might be useful for training when you can't get
outside to the park.

‘Catching Features’ from www.catchingfeatures.com
This is by far the most realistic simulation of an outdoor event. This game
reproduces a complete event with day-1 and day-2 courses, other
competitors, wildlife, great maps, and wet stream crossings. The scenery is
detailed with good terrain, various water features, and all kinds of vegetation.
This level of complexity requires a fast, new, computer and lots of disk space.
There is 6meg free demo available for download, with the complex versions
available for on-line purchase.

‘WinOrient’ from www.mirakron.com
This is Shareware available for download, but if you want the full version then
you need a $19.95 licence fee which gives you 1000 maps and 1000 courses.
It has very good graphics in both full screen and windowed mode. There is
not much variety in vegetation; every tree looks the same; no thickets, no
bushes. The map is a bit sparse, but it has good-looking moss-covered rocks!
It takes a long time to complete each leg - closer to the time you would take
for an outdoor event! Replaying your route enables you to learn from your
mistakes, alternatively, you take an arctic train ride!
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‘WinOL’ from http://www.melin.nu/winol/winole_direct.html
This is also Shareware which doesn’t seem to be freely sold any longer, but
the demo version is available for free. A good overall program though less
sophisticated. The software controls are most intuitive, and therefore, make
a good introduction to those unfamiliar to orienteering. The map quality is
not quite as good as the previous program. The program does allow you to
run through the scenery by holding down an arrow key. After a run, WinOL
will replay your route choices on the map.

‘Oriantica’ from http://www.melin.nu/oriantica/index_eng.html
This is the development from WinOL. The demo version is freely available but
the full licensed version costs 39 Euro or 330 Swedish Crowns.Both Oriantica
and Catching Features can use OCAD maps to create simulations of real
orienteering events and can host competitions over the Internet. If you buy
Oriantica you also get a copy of WinOL

A further update to this topic has appeared on ‘The World of O’ website. For
the technically minded, you can plot your routes around your O course using
your mobile phone because it works on all maps available from Routegadget
(more about Routegadget in the next edition of SMOC Signals). It might seem
very technical, but that’s only to the techno-phobes, but it’s child’s play to the
techno-freaks!
Further to the messages about GPS and maps, there’s what turns out to be
the third article on the subject at
http://news.worldofo.com/2009/11/19/orienteering-map-gps-part-iii-mobilephones/ with links to the first two parts.
If you haven’t seen it before, the World-of-O website has got lots of
interesting links to news from around the world.
Keith Downing
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SMOC welcome like to offer a warm welcome to
the following new members:

Clive Albon from Wootton
and
the Wilcox family from Newport Pagnell
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International Orienteering in Cumbria
In the English Lake District
22 - 27 August 2010
Enjoy five days of superb orienteering combined with a
holiday in the heart of the Lakes.

The 5th Lakes 5 event will take place in the English Lake District, home of some of
the country’s most beloved scenery and finest orienteering areas. The event will
incorporate five individual events between Sunday 22nd and Friday 27th August
2010 with one rest / activity day. If you have never been to a multiday event I can
recommend it – some SMOCies have already booked their holiday accommodation!
Location
The focus of the event will be the small town of Coniston at the north end of
Coniston Water. Camping will be at the Coniston Hall campsite on the lake side and
two of the events will be within a cycle ride.
Introducing Cumbria
The Lake District is a popular holiday destination, equally for walkers and admirers
of the scenery. As well as orienteering, other activities such as climbing and
watersports are available, along with many cultural and retail venues.
Access to the area
The Lake District is just 4 hours from the
heart of SMOC-land. Main line trains from
London and other major cities run to
Oxenholme (just outside Kendal) and
Penrith and a local rail service operates to
Windermere.

Further details
Further
details
are
http://www.lakes5.org.uk
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available

at

SMOC Signals
As we now have such an active web site we have
decided to make SMOC Signals a three-monthly
magazine. So please check the following details for
issue dates and copy deadlines

SMOC Signals deadlines

issue date

copy deadline

March 2010
June 2010
September 2010
December 2010

February 21st 2010
May 23rd 2010
August 22nd 2010
November 21st

Don’t forget to check the website for fixtures,
results, SMOC personnel,
SMOC Signals deadlines
or any other information you require
http://www.smoc.info
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